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The American Revolution: A Justified War 

 

Thesis: The American Revolution was a justified war because the king of England was acting 

as a tyrant and the colonists needed to get rid of the monarchy. Also, the British were making 

war on the colonies and imposing trade restrictions when the colonists should have had open 

trade with all nations. 

 

I. Background 

A.   After the British won the French and Indian War the relationship between Britain 

and the American colonies changed (Campbell). 

1.British rule of the colonies had been benign. The colonists had their own 

government structures (Campbell). 

2. Britain had a huge debt after the French and Indian War and felt the colonists 

should pay for it. 

a) “The very idea of establishing an empire was to create colonies to serve, 

support, and provide for the homeland. The empire should make it possible 

for the homeland to prosper and flourish”  (Minks 11). 

3.The aftermath of the French and Indian War was a massive drift between the 

British and the American colonists. Before this time there was relative 

harmony between the two, yet the war caused a separation between them 

(Bonwick 56). 

II.   King George III acting as a tyrant—need for a democracy 

A. Freedoms and liberty were more evident in a republic not in a monarchy 
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(Campbell).  

B. The colonial political leaders became frustrated with the poor treatment by the 

British government. They began to publish pamphlets to alert other colonists 

of the rights that the British were taking from them (“American Revolution”).  

III. British were making war on the colonies and keeping standing armies in the colonies 

during peacetime   

IV. British were imposing trade restrictions and taxes upon the colonists 

V. Analysis (Conclusion) 

A. Opposing argument: the 13 colonies should NOT have separated from the British  

1.Many well-respected colonists did not support separation (Campbell). 

a) For these colonists there were more benefits to remaining under British 

control despite the taxation (Campbell). 

b) Many feel that some delegates at the Second Continental Congress did 

not have the approval of their community to call for independence 

(Campbell). 

2.If they rebelled, it could lead to a British blockade that would make trade difficult 

or even impossible. This could financially ruin the colonies (Campbell).  

a) In February of 1775, William Eddis of Maryland, secretary to the 

governor, felt that rebellion would be dangerous. He said, “a small 

proportion of her naval power would entirely shut up our harbors—

suspend trade—impoverish the inhabitants-promote intestine divisions-

and involve us in all the horrors of anarchy and confusion” (“William 

Eddis”).  

B. Why thesis stronger than opposing argument (The colonists were justified in 
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rebelling because…) 

1. King George III was acting as a tyrant against the colonies, thus there was a need 

for a democracy to form (Campbell). 

a) The Declaration of Independence declared that the king, “has dissolved 

representative houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, his 

invasions on the rights of the people. He has made judges dependent on his 

will alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of 

their salaries” (“Declaration of Independence”).  

2.The British were making war on the colonies and keeping standing armies in 

the colonies during peacetime (Ferling 11). 

3.The British were imposing trade restrictions and taxes upon the colonists. 

Thomas Paine wrote about the dangers that “whenever a war breaks out 

between England and any foreign power, the trade of America goes to 

ruin, because of her connection with Britain” (“Thomas Paine”).  

C. Why is it important that the 13 colonies fought for independence from Great 

Britain?  

1.The United States was the first modern democratic republic. 

2.The United States was inspired by the ideas of the Enlightenment about freedom, 

resistance to oppression. 
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